BIC CODE Request to SWIFT

REQUEST A BIC CODE TO SWIFT DIRECT REQUEST OF BIC1 ON SWIFT WEB SITE:

- Form: Register a new organization. Two contacts are mandatory (SWIFT check e-mail address)
- confirm of data insert within 5 working days of step 1
- set up password (click on forgot your password) and fill in the: Register a non connected BIC
- BIC1 via e-mail within 5 working days after step 3

REQUEST A BIC CODE TO SWIFT INDIRECT REQUEST BY A THIRD PARTY:

- form Register an organization for a third party. The third party must be already registered in SWIFT. Also in this case, two contacts are mandatory
- confirm of data insert within of step 1 (the confirm is send both to third party and to the two contacts).
- set up password (click on forgot your password) and fill in the: Register a non connected BIC
- BIC1 via e-mail within 24 hours after step 3.